
Hard Rain (The Montana Hamiltons, #4) By B.J. Daniels had something to do with it or did someone
else? Now Harper's father is running for president can his campaign weather the past coming back
up again? Will Harper and Brody be able to be together with all the bad blood between the families?
Then we have Sarah.

B. {site_link} Sooner or later every family secret comes to light… When Brody McTavish sees
Harper Hamilton's runaway horse galloping across the pastures he does what any good cowboy
would do—gives chase and rescues her. Finally home from her studies and traveling abroad Harper
races off on her horse letting loose some of the recent frustrations that have inundated the Hamilton
family since the return of her long believed to be dead mother Sarah. After a very telling kiss the
pair is distracted by Harper's perturbed horse and when they investigate the cause the find a
mummified corpse which has been unearthed by recent rain and mudslides. With the death of his
second wife he comes to terms with first wife Sarah being the love of his life and he wants her back
even if it could possibly wreck his chances at the presidential race he has been aiming for. Sarah's
twenty two year memory loss still leaves a multitude of questions from every member of the
Hamilton family including daughter Kat who still believes Sarah's memory loss and her return may
have nefarious consequences. Also the more clues that are uncovered as to Sarah's past leave this
reader on the fence as to whether to like or dislike her but in all honestly I am leaning towards her
being a bad egg and I hope for poor Buckmaster who is so thoroughly in love with her that I am
wrong: need I say more? If that isn't enough to make you read this book then nothing can: was
running for president and very married but was in love with Maggie when she came up missing. The
town has speculated for years wondering if he had something to do with her disappearance. When
Harper Hamilton and Brody McTavish find a body on Hamilton property it brings all of the past and
speculation back again: Daniels started her life in Houston Texas before her family moved to
Montana at age five. She grew up in a cabin in the Gallatin Canyon near Big Sky and later on
Hebgen Lake near West Yellowstone, Because of her love for Montana most of her books are set
there: Born into a storytelling family all shed ever wanted to do was write stories: After a career as
an award winning newspaper journalist she wrote and sold 37 short stories before she finally wrote
her first book ODD MAN OUT: Since then she has won numerous awards including a career
achievement award for romantic suspense: She lives in Montana with her husband Parker two
Springer Spaniels: Daniels started her life in Houston Texas before her family moved to Montana at
age five: She grew up in a cabin in the Gallatin Canyon near Big Sky and later on Hebgen Lake near
West Yellowstone. Because of her love for Montana most of her books are set there, Born into a
storytelling family all she'd ever wanted to do was write stories: After a career as an award winning
newspaper journalist she wrote and sold 37 short stories before she finally wrote her first book ODD
MAN OUT: Since then she has won numerous awards including a career achievement award for
romantic suspense. She lives in Montana with her husband Parker two Springer Spaniels,
Unfortunately for him the woman he's secretly loved for years didn't need saving and she's just
reached her limit with people treating her as hopeless, But they soon have bigger problems when
they make a gruesome discovery—human remains revealed by a recent rainstorm. Remains that will
dredge up old Hamilton family mysteries…and bring about a scandal that could threaten all Harper's
loved ones: With her father running for president every move Harper makes is under scrutiny, But
despite the risks she's determined to uncover the truth about her family's role in a long-ago murder,
If she can trust him enough Brody will be more than an ally: He could be the only thing standing
between Harper and an enemy intent on keeping the past buried forever: Hard Rain (The Montana
Hamiltons #4)Awesome! I just love this series, Harper Hamilton and Brody McTavish are trying to
deny the attraction between them since there is bad blood between the families: The author teases
us with tidbits of what happened years ago when Sarah Hamilton disappeared: Romance Mystery
Thrillers Holy cow what a tangent author B. Daniels has taken readers in the fourth brilliant
installment of the MONTANA HAMILTONS romantic suspense series HARD RAIN. Neighboring
rancher Brody McTavish has had it bad for Harper for years and now that she is back in town



something has got to give: When he spots Harper presumably on a runaway horse he rushes to her
rescue only to find she's perfectly in control and more woman than he might be able to handle,
Before Brody and Harper have a chance at starting up a mutually coveted relationship the discovery
of this body is sure to tear them apart: Brody has a good idea who the body is and when his family
finds out all hell could loose between the McTavishes and the Hamiltons: Now a new murder case is
afoot and knocking on the Hamilton's doors with decades old rumors coming to light: Harper is
determined to make sure her family is protected and she will stop at nothing to find out who really is
behind the crime. At the same time she wants Brody to take a chance on a future but the past keeps
on getting in the way, While all this is going on the head of the Hamilton family Buckmaster is going
through his own troubles, Having read each and every single word of this series so far I feel
personally invested in the Hamiltons and those who surround them: This story is an intricately
woven tale with wind blowing mystery and a romance finally come to fruition after years of waiting.
Brody is a honorable hard-working man just waiting on his chance with the girl of his dreams and
Harper has been his dream for a long time, Younger than Brody but equally passionate and
honorable Harper has those same feelings Brody harbors for her but they also are fiercely protective
of their families: Watching how these two come to terms with all the road-blocks thrown at them is
such a draw: Daniels takes us next! Romance Mystery Thrillers Finally! Harper’s story. I’ve been
dying to get to know her better throughout the series, Her outgoing attitude and mixed feelings with
respect to the events surrounding her family was a lot of fun. The way that she comes to life was so
approachable that she seemed oh so very real to me. His conflicting concern for so many people vies
with his need to do what’s right. He was so strong and loveable and the perfect counterpoint for
Harper’s impulsiveness. Getting to know more about the family`s past put a lot of things throughout
the series into perspective, It also opened up a great many questions leading into the next novel in
the series: The way that little facts pop out at different times gave me a few ‘aha’ moments while
also drawing me further and further into the mystery that spans this series: She drew me into the
tale allowing me to participate in it rather than simply reading it: The suspense throughout this
novel was both apparent and subtle. The undercurrent gave me chills at times while I was trying to
unravel it all. At the same time the picturesque and vividly explicit descriptions allowed me to
picture each moment of it. Once again Daniels has created a novel that I had a blast reading:
Romance and suspense combine in perfect proportion ending with the perfect lead-in to the next
novel in the series: Please note that I received a complimentary copy of this work in exchange for an
honest review: Romance Mystery Thrillers Harper can be a little forceful where her man is
concerned at times she shook her head. The snaps sang as she jerked it open and pressed her palms
to his chest: The trials and tribulations for the Hamilton family just keep piling up: Harper has been
away for most of the time since her mother's return from the dead finishing school and doing some
traveling, Now she's back on the ranch and in an expression of her frustration over what is
happening in her life she goes for a ride galloping across the fields and screeching, What she didn't
know was that Brody was nearby and thinking that she's in trouble comes riding to her rescue, She
lets him know that in no uncertain terms but once they get past that dust-up it becomes apparent
that there is something flaring between them: Harper has had a crush on Brody since she was nine
years old and has been waiting for the chance to do something about it: She's tired of feeling like
she's invisible around him and makes it clear that she's interested, He's been interested in Harper
since she was sixteen but she was way too young for him. Now not only is she older but it turns out
she is just as into him: However there is one obstacle and that is the enmity between their two
families: It is about to get worse when they stumble on the remains of a human body. Those remains
are of Brody's cousin Maggie who had disappeared thirty-five years earlier and Harper's grandfather
was believed to be responsible. Brody isn't so sure but he won't let Harper put herself in danger.
Both are strong-willed and won't let anyone discourage them from doing what they think is right.
Harper tends to be a little on the naive side I think as she puts herself into some dangerous
situations, Both of them are honorable and want the truth no matter what it turns out to be: Because
of the resistance of their families they have to fight harder to be together. Brody's determination to



maintain his relationship with her as well as pursue the truth about Maggie's murder puts him at
odds with his father and uncle. I hurt for him and loved the way he stood up to them. Harper gets
lectures from various members of her family but it's the one from her mother that strikes closest to
home, Can she take her happiness at the expense of his relationship with his family? I did like the
end and seeing how both are determined to make it work for them. Interspersed throughout were
flashbacks to Maggie JD his wife Grace and Harper's parents Buck and Sarah, Each scene brings out
a bit more of the events that led up to Maggie's death. In the current time Brody and Harper as well
as Sheriff Curry are trying to figure out who is responsible. Unfortunately for them the suspect list
gets longer instead of shorter. Every time I thought I had it figured out someone else would come
along and look more promising: A couple of attacks on Brody and Harper showed that someone
believed that they were getting too close to the truth, The final confrontation was intense with a
twist I hadn't seen coming: I liked the way that Brody and Harper were able to stay pretty calm
while it was happening and work together to bring the killer down. Also running through the book is
the ongoing mystery of where Sarah has been for the last twenty-two years and what has brought
her back: Russell is still working on a way to prove his theory and uncovers some new information:
Buck is happy to have Sarah back but can't help having some questions of his own: Some of the
things that came out in the flashbacks add to the feeling that there is something fishy going on: Even
Russell is still working to figure out where she has been though he has a more personal reason going
on: An unexpected arrival at the end adds to Sarah's distress and complicates things even more, I'm
really looking forward to the next two books and finally getting the truth, Romance Mystery Thrillers

I can't believe that this series just keeps getting better and better. I've loved all the books that I've
read in this series and the next one won't be out soon enough for me: They are just so good that I
couldn't put them down and this one was awesome, There's so much going on in each book and the
twists are nail biting and heart wrenching, The animosity between the two families is old history that
has just been thrust into Brody and Harpers laps and its about to threaten everything they hold dear:
Daniels has it all the beauty of the Montana mountains a family secret that gets unearthed in a rain
storm. Not saying she has done anything but I just don't trust that lady. Daniels pulls you into the
story and makes all the characters come to life This is the first book that I have read by her and will
not be the last: :-) I highly recommend this book!A Book Obsessed Chicks Review Team Selection
Romance Mystery Thrillers ARC provided by the Publisher via NetGalley in exchange for an honest
review: This is book #4 in what looks like a 6 book series about the Hamilton Sisters, Harper is a
twin she and Cassidy are also the youngest girls and we haven't seen much of her in the previous
books: Harper and her sister have been away for the whole dust up of the return of her mother. The
whole family dynamic changes with Harper's search for answers to a decades old murder that she
and Brodie McTavish uncover on the Hamilton ranch: Brodie is 8 years older than Harper and has
been in love with her forever, He has been patiently waiting for her to grow up before he declares
himself, As a child Brodie is the friend of her older sisters she dreamed of to carry her away in her
romantic girlish fantasies: Now that she is older and back home to stay she intends to make her
fantasy reality. The body they discover is Brodie's cousin who disappeared 35 years ago amid a
scandal involving Harper's grandfather: In addition to the mystery of who murdered Brodie's cousin
the ongoing mystery of Harper's mother also reveals some more clues as to what happened to her:
Romance Mystery Thrillers This was February's Serial Read through the Barnes & Noble Nook app.



Harper Hamilton has had a crush on Brody McTavish since she was nine and he was hanging out
with her older sisters: When she was sixteen Brody decided he would marry Harper someday when
she grew up: So when Brody sees Harper galloping by on her horse screaming at the top of her
lungs he does what any self-respecting cowboy would do--he rescues her, Brody realizes it's his
cousin Maggie who disappeared some thirty years ago before he was born. Recent rains have
dislodged the earth but it's obvious she was buried on Hamilton land, Hamilton was suspected of
having an affair with then 18-year-old Maggie before she disappeared adds to the bad blood between
the McTavish family and the Hamilton family: The sheriff Frank Curry begins investigating Maggie's
murder as do Harper and Brody. The town is small--everyone knows everyone; news and gossip
travel fast, Maggie left a trail of broken hearts in high school and some of her former classmates still
carry their resentment--and their secrets: Maggie's father Flannigan McTavish wants her buried and
resents his nephew and Harper poking around. Sheriff Curry wants to confirm the truth that
everybody seems to know. But the path to the truth isn't a straight line becoming more complicated
when it seems that someone is willing to kill. A subplot concerns Harper's mother Sarah Johnson
who disappeared twenty-two years earlier only to have reappeared recently with no memory of
where she has been or what has happened. Senator from Montana who has thrown his hat into the
presidential primaries. His second wife whom he married after Sarah was declared dead has
recently died in an auto accident: But Sarah is his first love and he wants to remarry her: Daniels
skillfully weaves several viewpoints into each chapter including flashbacks to J. Because this is the
fourth in the series some previous events concerning Harper's older sisters are alluded to. I haven't
read the earlier books but this was not much of a problem, There's a lot of sexual tension between
Harper and Brody and J. My biggest hurdle with this book was the names of the characters, I mean
really--Buckmaster? Flannigan McTavish? Finn McTavish? (And the McTavish brothers are
immigrants from Ireland. ) Brody McTavish? Harper Hamilton? (One of her sisters is Bo and a
brother-in-law is Jace, ) I don't have a problem with unusual names IF there is a reason for them.
Names aside I could easily get hooked on this series and will keep B: Daniels in mind especially
when looking for a vacation book! Romance Mystery Thrillers Fourth in a series: To make matters
worse when she finally gets to spend time with Brody a dead body pushes them apart again. After a
lot of sleuthing together and apart Harper and Brody fall for each other and risk family life and heart
to stay with each other. I enjoyed this book and look forward to the next to see how the next
Hamilton finds their match[1]

A cover up and politicians running for president.The mystery of what happened to Maggie McTavish.
J.D. Could Harper's grandfather J.D.J. When she isnt writing she quilts boats and. makes rope/fabric
baskets. She always r B.J. When she isn't writing she quilts boats and. makes rope/fabric baskets.
She always reads loving to lose herself in a good book. I've been reading all these so far. I can't wait
to get the full scoop.J.This time it's Harper Hamilton's time to meet her match.HARD RAIN by the
exceedingly clever B.J. Daniels is just superb. The characters are strong willed and have such depth.
Or do I want to be wrong? Hmmmm. let's wait and see where B.J. I loved Brody as well. This balance
gave me chills more than once. This is all backed up with Daniels’ fantastic writing. “It has always
been you Brody.” She grabbed the front of his shirt. I enjoyed this book I liked the mystery it had.
Romance Mystery Thrillers Fantastic book. Brody is stunned to say the least. Both Brody and Harper
are determined to uncover the truth. Harper can't believe her grandfather would murder anyone.I
liked both Harper and Brody. I also loved the development of their relationship.The suspense of the
story was excellent. Loved Brody's ingenuity in bringing in help. Brody McTavish and Harper
Hamilton are star crossed lovers. Romance Mystery Thrillers Hard Rain by B.J. Family feuds
between the McTavish's and Hamilton's. A lost love and a new love. A rape an old murder and a new
one Buckmaster's wife. She sure seems guilty of something. I really like the way Ms. I now have to
go back and read all the rest. This is Harper's book. But there are obstacles to this HEA. Only she
doesn't need rescuing. When they go to get Harper's horse they discover a body. That Harper's
grandfather J.D. And now Brody and Harper are caught up in it. Harper's father Senator Buckmaster



Hamilton is a U.S.Ms.D. and Maggie as well as Harper Brody Sarah and Buckmaster.D. and Maggie
but no graphic sex. These names seemed arbitrary. I had to keep from laughing whenever I came
across them.J. I am enjoying this journey. The Hamilton family is full of hard working siblings. This
story belongs to Harper. She is back from school and trying to find her place. She runs into her
childhood crush from a neighboring ranch. The families are not exactly fast friends. This is highly
recommended. Romance Mystery Thrillers.


